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Dear Families,

This week we welcomed a
group of Norwegian educators
to EGA. Our relationship with
Norway stretches back over
many years and our visitors
continue to be impressed by
what they see and hear. They
are always particularly interested to hear about the work
we do to build self -confidence
and leadership capacity in our
students.
They are equally impressed by
the work EGA does to support
a number of other schools
through our Teaching School
Alliance. This continues to
grow and there is such a commitment among staff from all
the schools to continue to develop and to share their practice and learn from each other.
It is clear from the feedback
we receive this is not common
in other places.
Over the past week, there
have been a number of horrific
fatal stabbings among young
people in the Islington area.
We spend a lot of time talking
to students about how to keep
themselves safe and the dangers of being anywhere around
knives and I know you will be
reinforcing the same message
at home.
If you have any thoughts on
how we might do more on
this, please do talk to us about
it.
Yours sincerely

Friday 2nd March 2018

EGA Students Brave the Snow!
Well done to all our committed students and
staff who attended school and continued to
work hard, despite some of the meteorological
challenges this week!
We are proud of you all for getting to school
on time and continuing to stay focused and
positive throughout the day.
We hope you had a bit of fun in the snow as
well!
Year 8 & 9 Islington Netball

We came away with both
teams winning one game and
Last Thursday, 2 teams of
losing one game. A great
Year 8 and 9 students particieffort by all and we look forpated in the first round of the
ward to the oncoming weeks.
Islington Borough Netball
Well done girls!
Tournament at Highbury
Grove.
Ms Burnett.

Current Affairs with Iman and Malika

to release these papers to the public, however May
replied by saying that this would be ‘Wrong’, instead
proposing for the confidential MP reading of the document. Whether or not this will happen is to be decided
By Iman Hassoun Fernandez
with a vote. However, the reason why the government
and Malika Abdulhamidova
is so reluctant to release these records is because of
fear of its potential detrimental effect on EU negotiations and relations. The Brexit minister, Steven Barker,
Brexit is such an old song in the back of our minds, and went as far as to say that these forecasts are ‘always
seems to be in the headlines so much that we are be- wrong’ in an attempt to prevent moral panic and social
ginning to develop news fatigue. A few weeks ago
instability. This issue raises the frequently visited
stories abounded about a leaked government docuquestion on knowledge over ignorance. At EGA, stument called ‘EU Exit Analysis – Cross Whitehall
dents are constantly pioneering for more information
Briefing’, which reveals the economic forecasts for the and knowledge; it is an encouraged mindset to strive
UK after we leave the EU; none of them being positive. to know more.
Under a comprehensive free trade agreement with the But is it more comforting to be ignorant in a time of
EU, UK growth would be 5% lower over the next 15
crisis? Or is it better to be aware and informed even if
years compared to current forecasts; the "no deal"
the information is openly negative and depressing? Is
scenario, which would see the UK revert to World
it better for the UK public to bury their heads in the
Trade Organization (WTO) rules, would reduce growth sand or take charge of their decision and prepare
by 8% over that period and even the softest Brexit
themselves for the consequences? At EGA we are
option will still lower growth by 2%. The official docu- always encouraged to know more because it is
ment is still being hidden from the Parliament as well empowering, but it raises interesting philosophical
as the public. The Labour Party is fighting for a motion questions!

AR T OF TH E W EE K!

Year 11 PE Lessons in the Snow
The PE department and year 11 had to be a bit more creative with their normal PE
lessons this week! Rather than cancel their lessons, due to a completely snowcovered sports pitch, they decided to turn their session into a fun team-building,
communication and co-operation opportunity. Ms Collen took the following picture after their lesson.

This week we'd like to showcase 3 wonderfully
drawn homeworks from year 7. They are by
Waye Fung O3 DAN, Natasha Lockner O3 LEV and Halimah Uddin A3

EGA enjoy Shakespeare with a
Caribbean twist!

before Knox College's entertaining take on
The Merchant of Venice with

Shylock as a Rastafarian. All students found
the performances interesting and enjoyed
On Tuesday night, 30 GCSE English students
seeing how Shakespeare can be adapted in
braved the snow and attended a perforvarious ways. The performances were
mance of The Merchant of Venice at
shown live in Jamaica on TV and we shared
Latymer School in Hammersmith. It was a
the audience with their High Commissioner!
fantastic opportunity to see students from
It was a wonderful way to spend a snowy
Knox College in Jamaica interpret the play
Tuesday night.
with a Jamaican twist.
Mr Hughes.
Each year, schools around the island compete in a Shakespeare competition to put
on a play with the winning school travelling
to the UK to perform it. We first saw
Latymer School's "Slice of Shakespeare"
adaptation of A Midsummer Night's Dream,
then a dance interpretation of Macbeth
EGA Art Students' Work at
Islington Museum
GCSE art student work is to be exhibited in Islington Museum from
9th March to 9th April. The exhibition
is about "Rights and Responsibilities,
Identity and Inclusion" and is part of a
wider competition with other Islington
schools. It is open to the public and
has a free entrance policy from Monday to Saturday between 10am to
5pm. Come along and gain an insight
into the GCSE work that EGA girls have
produced, as well as outstanding art
from other schools.
Ms. Ali

New Mixed Martial Arts Club
There is a brand new 'Mixed Martial Arts Club'
starting on Friday 9th March, from 3:30pm to
4:30pm. Martial arts promotes empowerment,
discipline, self-esteem, confidence, team building and fun; all important life skills. While the
popular perception of MMA is of highly trained
athletes fighting one another, MMARAP focuses on teaching the individual the disciplines of
karate, boxing and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu (BJJ) to
young people.
By exposing individuals to three different disciplines MMARAP hopes to provide a more varied and engaging experience. All of these martial arts promote a positive, determined and
focused approach to life. For more information
please check out their website; http://
www.mmarap.co.uk

